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Veeva Clinical Database (CDB) is a clinical data platform that centralizes and automates data aggregation, 
cleaning, and management for clinical trials. Veeva CDB provides tools and resources that reduce manual 
effort and provide analysis-ready data at all times.

To handle the massive expansion of trial data sources, Veeva CDB is designed to scale and accommodate 
all relevant data for a trial. Connections to data providers in the Veeva CDB Data Provider Program make it 
even easier to get data into Veeva CDB. Embedded capabilities, such as change detection, autochecking of 
data, and centralized query management significantly reduce manual effort and reliance on spreadsheets 
or third-party tracking systems. The bi-directional connection with Vault EDC also streamlines data cleaning 
by reducing the need to switch systems when querying discrepancies.

Veeva CDB is a core component of Clinical Data Management, and an innovative advancement for speeding 
up the process of getting new treatments to market.

Benefits
• A complete and concurrent single source of truth that can scale to handle all study data, from Vault EDC  

or third-party sources.

• Durable data ingestion engine with self-service tools that reduce time and effort spent repairing fragile  
data integrations, further simplified when working with partners in the CDB Data Provider Program.

• Reduced manual cleaning effort because of automated data checks and change detection that focuses 
efforts to new or updated data only.

• Centralized data query tracking across all data sources provides traceability and reduces reliance on  
emails and spreadsheets.

• Analysis-ready data at all times regardless of what stage the study is at. Preparation of interim analysis  
is easier and can be ongoing, knowing that insights are always based on clean, verified data.
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Autocheck Data on Import
Data managers can set up rules to find and flag data that is obviously wrong, whether it is due to a discrepancy or 
invalid values. Autochecks can be conducted on data from any source, even third-party sources. This allows data 
managers to focus on issues that may be more complicated and require human intervention to resolve.

Change Detection 
Data that has been already verified does not need to be verified again. Veeva CDB is able to recognize what incoming  
data is new or changed and focuses efforts on just that data to save time and reduce redundant work. 

Centralized Query Management
All data queries can be managed centrally within CDB. Data managers no longer need to track separate spreadsheets  
or communicate via email to resolve queries with source data providers.

Interrogate the Data
Explore across the data using Veeva Clinical Query Language (CQL) directly in Veeva CDB without having to export  
the data to an outside system.

Batch Update on Queries
Data managers can make changes by selecting all affected data points and creating queries for them as a group,  
rather than individually.

Role-Based Data Access
Data managers, data providers, sponsors, and analysts can access the entire database as their roles permit.

Features
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Veeva Vault Clinical is the first eClinical suite offering EDC, clinical database, RTSM, study start-up, eTMF, CTMS, 
payments, and eConsent on one enterprise-class cloud platform. For the first time, life sciences companies can 
connect clinical operations and data management with a single platform to create a single source of truth and 
streamline clinical trials from study startup to close.  

Veeva’s suite of clinical applications is built on the Veeva Vault Platform, the first cloud platform built from the ground 
up to meet the rigorous usability, scalability, performance, validation, and security requirements of the life sciences 
industry. With a modern user experience and cloud pace of innovation, Veeva Vault Clinical transforms clinical 
operations and clinical data management.
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